Experts in GRP Building
Components
Explore our range.

www.stormking.co.uk

Stormking Range

Our Product Range
Entrance Door Canopies
Bay Window Roof Range
Dormers
Chimneys
COPEKING®
Door & Window Surrounds
Columns, Posts and Porticos
GRP Soffits
Roof Accessories
Bin Store Doors
Substation Range
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Entrance Door Canopy

We are Stormking
Stormking is the leading brand of GRP building components
to the house building and construction industry in the UK.
Stormking was founded in 1985 and has worked hard to become and maintain
being the market leader through its range of market leading products, all
manufactured off-site, to save you time on-site!
Customers can have extra confidence when placing an order with Stormking,
being part of Epwin Group PLC, one of the UKs largest manufacturers
of extruded building products.
Specifying Stormking products is made easier with the support of our
in-house Design and Technical Teams, who can assist with any design related
questions or queries. GRP is a modern manufacturing process, supported
by state-of-the-art manufacturing and design technologies, providing design
freedom to clients and customers.
Stormking incorporates over 500,000 sq ft of modern manufacturing
methods, spread over 5 sites, which allows for large-scale manufacturing
capacities.
Stormking holds several industry recognised accreditations. As the only GRP
manufacturer to hold BBA certificates across its product portfolio, every
product line is audited annually, ensuring our customers can be confident
of receiving a quality product, every time.

www.stormking.co.uk

Entrance Door Canopy Range
Simply the safest, most stylish canopies to install.

www.stormking.co.uk

Entrance Door Canopy Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking GRP Entrance Canopy have been designed to be easy and
quick to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our entrance
canopy range with the builder in mind, as they are manufactured with modern
lightweight materials and virtually maintenance free. All Stormking’s Entrance
Canopies are made to order, using modern manufacturing methods, to meet
the customers specification.

Why Stormking?
Entrance Canopy ranges meet National House Building Council (NHBC) Technical Standards.
All products are supported and maintained by our in-house design and technical teams.
All Entrance Canopy products are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All Stormking Entrance Canopy products have been designed to be easily
and quickly installed, compared to traditionally built and installed entrance
canopies. Stormking Entrance Canopies have been designed for stable
onsite handling and ease of installation, reducing the need for independent
scaffolding requirements. As all Stormking Entrance Canopies are
manufactured off-site they benefit from a high level of quality and consistency,
ensuring every canopy is as easy to install as the first one.

All Stormking Entrance Canopies are manufactured off-site
and made-to-order, delivered when you need it, ensuring no
materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Entrance Door Canopies Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of Entrance Door Canopies provide the builder an all-in-one solution that cuts costs without
compromising quality. Specialist engineering goes into each Entrance Door Canopies’ inner structural support, so you
can rely on a safe and sound product that still boasts a refined profile. Choose from a large range of styles, finishes and
materials to suit your development and adhere to local planning regulations. Choose from a range of entrance canopy
styles - Apex, Clearlight, Curved, Flat, Lean-to, ready-to-tile options, sizes and roof colours.

GRP Entrance Canopy Performance Features
Manufactured under ISO 9001 and 14001 systems.
Built with self-support structures up to 900mm projections.
Exceptional high strength to weight requirements.
Evenly balanced and lightweight to aid installation.
No need for additional lifting equipment.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
Concealed brackets for a streamlined look and contemporary finish.

Clearlight Entrance Canopy Performance Features
Powder coated mild steel frame for rust prevention.
Supplied with robust stainless-steel fittings.
No specialist trades or supervision required for installation.
Provided with shatter-proof and UV stable polycarbonate canopy.
No maintenance costs for Construction Design & Management (CDM)
regulations ensuring long-term safety.
www.stormking.co.uk

Entrance Door Canopies

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to
support you with specifying the best product for your development, including
helping you to colour match your GRP canopy tiles to your roof tiles.
Select from our GRP Apex, Curved, Flat, Lean-to, or ready-to-tile options
with the confidence knowing that all our Entrance Door Canopies have been
manufactured to your specification.
Looking for a larger canopy?
Extra-large canopies are available with all the unrivalled benefits of our
standard-sized models. For commercial or domestic application, you can
specify canopies up to 3-meters long, with a 1-meter projection. Please
contact sales@stormking.co.uk to discuss your enquiry in more detail.

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information on
how we can assist you.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Bay Window Roof Range
Simply the safest and stylish bay window roofs.

www.stormking.co.uk

Bay Window Roof Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking GRP Bay Window Roof has been designed to be easy and
quick to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our bay window
roof range with the builder in mind, as they are manufactured with modern
lightweight materials and virtually maintenance free. All Stormking’s Bay
Window Roofs are made to order, using modern manufacturing methods, to
meet the customers specification.

Why Stormking?
Bay Window Roof products are BBA certified and independently assessed to UKAS standards.
All products are supported and maintained by our in-house design and technical teams.
All Stormkings Bay Window Roof products are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All Stormking Bay Window Roof products have been designed to be easily and
quickly installed, compared to traditionally built and installed bay windows.
Stormking Bay Window Roofs have been designed for stable onsite handling
and ease of installation, reducing the need for specialist on-site lifting
equipment. As all Stormking Bay Window Roofs are manufactured off-site they
benefit from a high level of quality and consistency, ensuring every bay window
roof is as easy to install as the first one. All Stormking Bay Window Roofs are
manufactured off-site and made-to-order, delivered when you need them,
ensuring no materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.

Stormking Bay Windows are available in the following styles
- Curved, Flat, Lean-To, Oriel, Pitched and Bespoke with GRP
reproduction Tile or Lead Effect or Ready-to-Tile Trussed options.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Bay Window Roof Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of Bay Window Roofs provide the builder an all-in-one
solution that cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering
goes into each GRP Bay Window Roof. Choose from a large range of styles
to suit your development and adhere to local planning regulations, such as
Curved, Flat, Lean-To, Oriel, Pitched, and, with GRP reproduction Tile or Lead
Effect or Ready-to-Tile Trussed options.

BBA certified (Certificate No. 17/5434) and independently assessed to UKAS standards.
Exceptional high strength to weight requirements.
Evenly balanced and lightweight to aid installation.
No need for specialist lifting equipment.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
Dry fit, requiring no specialist trades for installation.

www.stormking.co.uk

Bay Window Roof Range

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s Bay Window Roof products allow for tight tolerances, to help
maximise your design freedom.
Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to
support you with specifying the best product for your development, including
helping you to colour match your GRP reproduction tile or lead effect bay
window roof, to your existing roof tiles.
Select from our GRP reproduction Tile or Lead Effect or Ready-to-Tile Trussed
options with the confidence knowing that all our bay window roofs have been
manufactured to your specification.

Looking for a larger bay window roof?
Extra-large bay window roofs are available with all the benefits
of our standard-sized models.
Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Dormers
Simply the easiest and safest dormer to install.

www.stormking.co.uk

Dormers Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking dormer unit has been designed to be easy and quick to install.
Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our dormers with the builder
in mind, as they are manufactured with modern lightweight materials and
virtually maintenance free. All Stormking’s dormer products are made to order,
using modern manufacturing methods, to meet the customers specification.

Why Stormking?
Dormer products are BBA certified and independently assessed to UKAS standards.
All products are supported and maintained by our in-house design and technical teams.
All dormers products are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All Stormking dormers have been designed to be easily and quickly installed,
compared to traditionally built and installed dormers.
Stormking dormers have been engineered for easy handling and one-lift site
installation, reducing the need for independent scaffolding requirements.
As all Stormking dormers are manufactured off-site they benefit from a high
level of quality and consistency, ensuring every dormer is as easy to install as
the first one.

All Stormking dormers are manufactured off-site and
made-to-order, delivered when you need it, ensuring no
materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Dormer Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of dormers provide the builder an all-in-one solution that
cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering goes into each
dormer’s inner structural support, so you can rely on a safe and sound product
that still boasts a refined profile. Stormking dormers have been engineered for
easy handling and one-lift site installation, reducing the need for independent
scaffolding requirements.

BBA certified (Certificate No. 17/5434) and independently assessed to UKAS standards.
Choose from a large range of roof styles - Arched, Apex, Catslide and Flat including
GRP reproduction tiled or ready to tile trussed options.
All flashings and lead aprons are incorporated into Stormking Dormers.
Select from the standard range of colours or pick from the RAL colour palette system.**
Ideal high strength to weight requirements.
Internal timber framework for solid stability.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
Anti-cold bridging with fully compliant insulation.
All dormers meet NHBC Technical Standards.
Specify our WARMADORMA© product, to benefit from our engineered thermal
enhancements.
Available in Flat, Apex GRP Tiled or Apex Trussed roof ranges.

**Terms & Conditions apply.
www.stormking.co.uk

Dormers

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s inhouse Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Full, half or a uniquely shaped
dormer is possible when specifying your project in GRP.

Our dormer styles

Arched Roof

Apex Roof

Catslide Roof

Flat Roof

Hipped Roof

WARMADORMA©

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information on
how we can assist you.
www.stormking.co.uk
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SmartStack
Simply the easiest and quickest chimney to install.

www.stormking.co.uk

SmartStack - GRP Reproduction Chimney Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Why Stormking?
SmartStack products are BBA certified and independently assessed
to UKAS standards.
All products are supported and maintained by our in-house Design and
Technical Teams.
All SmartStacks are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free Site Delivery*
Every Stormking SmartStack GRP reproduction chimney has been designed to
be easy and quick to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our
SmartStack GRP reproduction chimneys with the builder in mind, as they are
manufactured with modern lightweight materials and virtually maintenance
free. All Stormking’s SmartStack products are made to order, using modern
manufacturing methods, to meet the customers specification.

All Stormking SmartStack products have been designed
to be easily and quickly installed, compared to traditionally
built and installed chimneys.

www.stormking.co.uk
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SmartStack - GRP Reproduction Chimney

Performance features
Stormking’s range of SmartStack’s provide the builder an all-in-one solution that
cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering goes into each
SmartStack inner structural support, so you can rely on a safe and sound product
that still boasts a refined profile.
Choose from a large range of styles – GRP Brick Effect, GRP Render Effect, GRP
Stone Effect, Brick-Slip or Stone-Slip, chimney dimensions, chimney roof location,
roof pitches and brick/stone colours.

BBA certified and independently assessed to UKAS standards.
All lead aprons and flashings are incorporated into Stormking SmartStack
reproduction chimneys.
Includes concealed lifting eye for ease of craning into position.
Lightweight, no additional loading to roof structure.
Excellent drainage via concealed channel.
Anti-condensation, positive ventilation.
Ideal high strength to weight requirements.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
SmartStack meets NHBC Technical Standards.

www.stormking.co.uk
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SmartStack - GRP Reproduction Chimney

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to
support you on specifying the best product for your development.
Select from Mid-Ridge, Rafter Slope and Gable End (Brick or Stone-Slip), with
the confidence that all our SmartStack chimneys are colour & brick matched to
national brick/stone suppliers’ colours.
Specify 1, 2, 4 or multiple chimney pots to match your street scene or adhere to
planning requirements.

Standard colour options:

'Buff' / Yellow

Red

Burnt Red

Extended brick/stone colour choices are available by using our
in-house colour brick/stone matching service.
Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
www.stormking.co.uk
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COPEKING

®

Simply the safest and quickest coping to install.

www.stormking.co.uk

COPEKING® - GRP Coping System

Solid and sturdy,
lightweight and safe
Why Stormking?
Range of colours, sizes and Single or Double Weathering to choose from.
B.R.E. Wind Tested (Certificate No. 235-309)
Patented Technology (Patent No. GB2445357)
Free Site Delivery*
COPEKING® is manufactured to look and feel like stone, comprising of a realistic
surface that are reinforced with dense foam, for superior aesthetic appearance.
Stormking’s COPEKING® products comprise of a patented lightweight, time saving,
clip-on system, making the installation process simple, stress-free and quick.

COPEKING® can be installed 75% faster than traditional coping
and is a cost-effective alternative to real stone.

www.stormking.co.uk
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COPEKING® - GRP Coping System

Options
COPEKING® is available in either Single or Double Weathered stone effect, in a
variety of standard colours, with pre-made mitres, angled corners, T-pieces and
left and right stop ends, to not only match your buildings design, but make your
install as economical as possible.

Choose from Single or Double Weathered profiles to
perfectly match your buildings requirements:
Single Weathered:

Double Weathered:

Standard Colour Options:
Bath Stone

York Stone

Portland Stone

(RAL 1001)

(RAL 1002)

(RAL 9002)

Extended colour choices, using the RAL colour system, are available.
Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.

www.stormking.co.uk
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COPEKING® - GRP Coping System

Installation Process
COPEKING® installation is efficient and effective:
Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

Simple clip system to fix copings in
place easily.

Clip on pre mitered sections and stop
ends as necessary.

Moulded for superior finish.

An incredible final result.

Why use COPEKING®?
COPEKING® is virtually maintenance free being a dry fit fixing system, which
incorporates state of the art engineering with modern lightweight materials.

COPEKING® is adaptable and can be used on timber frames or paneled
walling systems, for ease of installation.

COPEKING® has been designed to be cost-effective and simple to install,
reducing the number of specialist skills needed onsite.

COPEKING® is produced using modern manufacturing methods, allowing it
to be a lightweight alternative to traditional stone coping and safer to install
at height.

COPEKING® is manufactured off-site and made-to-order, delivered when you
need it, ensuring no materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.

www.stormking.co.uk
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Door & Window Surrounds
Simply the easiest door & window surrounds to design and specify.
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Door & Window Surrounds Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking door and window surround has been designed to be easy
and quick to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our door and
window surrounds with the builder in mind, as they are manufactured with
modern lightweight materials and virtually maintenance free. All Stormking’s
door and window surround products are made to order, using modern
manufacturing methods, to meet the customers specification.

Why Stormking?
Door and Window Surround ranges meet National House Building Council (NHBC) Technical Standards.
All products are supported and maintained by our in-house design and technical teams.
All door and window surrounds are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All Stormking door and window surrounds have been designed to be easily
and quickly installed, compared to traditionally built and installed door
and window surround. Stormking door and window surrounds have been
engineered for easy handling and one-lift site installation, reducing the need
for independent scaffolding requirements. As all Stormking door and window
surrounds are manufactured off-site they benefit from a high level of quality
and consistency, ensuring every door and window surround is as easy to install
as the first one.

All Stormking door and window surrounds are manufactured
off-site and made-to-order, delivered when you need them,
ensuring no materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Door & Window Surrounds Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of door and window surrounds provide the builder an
all-in-one solution that cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist
engineering goes into every door and window surrounds, so you can rely on a
safe and sound product that still boasts a refined profile.

Choose from a large range of door and window surrounds
options - Georgian and Victorian styles, contemporary and
simple designs, ornate and intricate plans and bay or oriel
surrounds.
Ideal high strength to weight requirements.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.

www.stormking.co.uk

Door & Window Surrounds

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s inhouse Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you to
create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to
support you with specifying the best product for your development, including
helping you to colour match your door or window surrounds.
Select from Georgian and Victorian styles, contemporary and simple designs,
ornate and intricate plans all made to meet your specification.
Stormking has invested in the latest GRP moulding technology, combined
with our highly skilled staff, allows us to offer dynamic detailing, imitating the
surface texture of natural materials, for a realistic finish and look.

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information on
how we can assist you.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Columns, Posts & Portico Ranges
Simply the safest and most striking column and porticoes.

www.stormking.co.uk

Columns, Posts & Porticoes Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking GRP Column and Portico has been designed to be easy and
quick to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our columns,
posts and portico ranges with the builder in mind, as they are manufactured
with modern lightweight materials and virtually maintenance free. All
Stormking’s columns, posts and porticoes are made to order, using modern
manufacturing methods, to meet the customers specification.

Why Stormking?
Stormking's Column and Portico ranges meet National House Building Council (NHBC) Technical Standards.
All products are supported and maintained by our in-house design and technical teams.
All Stormking's Column and Portico products are manufactured off-site saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All Stormking Column and Portico products have been designed to be easily and
quickly installed, compared to traditionally built and installed columns and portico
canopies. Stormking Column and Porticoes have been designed for stable onsite
handling and ease of installation, reducing the need for specialist equipment on-site.
As all Stormking Column and Porticoes are manufactured off-site they benefit from a
high level of quality and consistency, ensuring every column and portico is as easy to
install as the first one. All Stormking Column and Porticoes are manufactured off-site
and made-to-order, delivered when you need them, ensuring no materials are wasted,
saving you time onsite.
Stormking provide ‘recplas’ posts in a variety of sizes and colours to match your
development. Our standard colours include - Black / White / RAL 7015 / RAL 7016

For additional colours options, please contact
sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Column and Portico Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of column and portico provide the builder an all-in-one
solution that cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering
goes into each GRP column and portico. A large range of styles are available
to suit your development. Contact sales@stormking.co.uk to discuss your
requirements in more detail.

GRP Column and Portico ranges meet National House Building Council
(NHBC) Technical Standards
Large range of design, size and colour options to choose from.
Exceptional high strength to weight requirements.
Evenly balanced and lightweight to aid installation.
No need for additional lifting equipment.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
Dry fit, requiring no specialist trades for installation for domestic or
commercial projects.
Porticoes are designed to include full structural frame, roof and
rainwater outlet.

www.stormking.co.uk

Columns, Posts & Porticoes

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s Column and Portico products can be colour matched and material
matched to realise your design in GRP, helping you to maximise your design
freedom.
GRP porticoes allow for alternative supports to be used, such as trellis panels
to give your entrance a unique style.
Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to
support you with specifying the best product for your development, including
helping you to colour match your GRP reproduction column & portico.

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information on
how we can assist you.
www.stormking.co.uk
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GRP Soffits

Cornice & Dentils Range
Simply the most cost-effective external features to source.

www.stormking.co.uk

GRP Soffits - Cornice & Dentils Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking GRP Cornice & Dentil product has been designed to be easy
and quick to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our cornice
and dentil ranges with the builder in mind, as they are manufactured with
modern lightweight materials and virtually maintenance free. All Stormking’s
cornice and dentil products are made to order, using modern manufacturing
methods, to meet the customers specification.

Why Stormking?
Stormking's Cornice and Dentil ranges meet National House Building Council (NHBC) Technical Standards.
All products are created by our in-house design and technical teams.
All Stormking's Cornice and Dentil products are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All Stormking Cornice and Dentil products have been designed to be easily
and quickly installed, compared to traditionally built and installed cornice and
dentil eaves. Stormking Cornice and Dentil products have been designed for
stable onsite handling and ease of installation, reducing the need for specialist
equipment. As all Stormking Cornice and Dentil items are manufactured offsite they benefit from a high level of quality and consistency, ensuring every
cornice and dentil is as easy to install as the first one.

All Stormking Cornice and Dentils are manufactured off-site
and made-to-order, delivered when you need them, ensuring
no materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.

www.stormking.co.uk
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GRP Soffits - Cornice & Dentils Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of Cornice & Dentils provide the builder an all-in-one
solution that cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering
goes into producing dynamic GRP cornice and dentils to match the most
complex designs or natural materials. Choose from a large range of decorative
styles to suit your development, such as cills and cill heads, string courses,
dentin and gable features.

GRP Cornice and Dentils meet National House Building Council
(NHBC) Technical Standards.
Large range of designs, size and colour options to choose from.
Exceptional high strength to weight requirements.
Lightweight for increased safety working at heights.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
Dry fit, requiring no specialist trades for installation for domestic
or commercial projects.
Allows for tight tolerances and precision concealed joints.

www.stormking.co.uk

GRP Soffits - Cornice & Dentils

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s Cornice and Dentil products allow a plethora of design options
including the choice of traditional or contemporary styles, material matching
to stone or timber textures to ensure a consistent colouration with surrounding
window products. All this helps you to realise your design in GRP and maximise
your design freedom.
Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to
support you with specifying the best product for your development, including
providing advice on design techniques and colour/texture matching your GRP
cornice or dentil items.

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Roof Accessories Range
Simply the easiest and safest and roof towers to install.

www.stormking.co.uk

Roof Accessories - Roof Towers & Finials Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking GRP Roof Tower has been designed to be easy and quick
to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered our roof accessories
with the builder in mind, as they are manufactured with modern lightweight
materials and virtually maintenance free. All Stormking’s roof towers are made
to order, using modern manufacturing methods, to meet the customers
specification.

Why Stormking?
Stormking's Roof Tower ranges meet current National House Building Council (NHBC) Technical Standards.
All products are supported and maintained by our in-house design and technical teams.
All Stormking's Roof Towers and Finials are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All Stormking Roof Tower products have been designed to be easily and quickly
installed, compared to traditionally built and installed roof towers. Stormking Roof
Towers have been designed for stable onsite handling and ease of installation, reducing
the need for independent scaffolding requirements. Our Roof Towers come with metal
‘Fleur de Lys' finials as standard.
As all Stormking Roof Towers are manufactured off-site they benefit from a high level
of quality and consistency, ensuring every roof tower is as easy to install as the first
one. All Stormking Roof Towers are manufactured off-site and made-to-order, delivered
when you need them, ensuring no materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.
Stormking offer GRP finials, which are injection moulded with a foam core
and available in one standard design in either black or white colour options.

For alternative size options, please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Roof Tower Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of roof towers provide the builder an all-in-one solution that
cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering goes into each
GRP roof tower. Choose from a large range of decorative styles to suit your
development, such as curved, domed/bell, flat and pitched and many options
to enhance your roof tower.

	
Manufactured under ISO 9001 and 14001 systems..
Large range of design, size and colour options to choose from.
	
Exceptional high strength to weight requirements.
	
Evenly balanced and lightweight to aid installation.
	
No need for specialist lifting equipment.
	
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
	
Dry fit, requiring no specialist trades for installation for domestic
	
or commercial projects.
Accessible on any pitched roof and ridge or rafter position.
	

www.stormking.co.uk

Roof Accessories - Roof Towers & Finials

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s Roof Towers list of available options include clock towers,
aluminium venting louvres, decorative faces and finishes to realise your
design in GRP, helping you to maximise your design freedom.
Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to
support you with specifying the best product for your development, including
providing advice on colour matching your GRP roof tower or finial.

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Bin Store Door Range
Simply the easiest doors to specify and install.

www.stormking.co.uk

GRP Bin Store Doors - StormDoors Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking GRP Bin Store Door has been designed to be easy and
quick to install. Our in-house Technical Team have engineered our StormDoor
products with the builder in mind, as they are manufactured with modern
lightweight materials and virtually maintenance free. All Stormking’s GRP Bin
Store Doors are made to order, using modern manufacturing methods, to meet
the customers specification.

Why Stormking?
StormDoors meet current National House Building Council (NHBC) Technical Standards.
All products are created by our in-house design and technical teams.
All StormDoor products are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All GRP Bin Store Doors have been designed to be easily and quickly installed.
Stormking StormDoors have been designed for enhanced durability and
help reduce the need for specialist equipment on-site. As all Stormking
StormDoors are manufactured off-site they benefit from a high level of quality
and consistency, ensuring every door is as easy to install as the first one.

All Stormking StormDoors are manufactured off-site and
made-to-order, delivered when you need it, ensures no
materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.

www.stormking.co.uk
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GRP Bin Store Door Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of GRP Bin Store Doors provide the builder an all-in-one
solution that cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering
goes into each StormDoor, so you can rely on a safe and sound product
that still boasts a refined profile. Choose from a large range of sizes, single
or double openings and colours, using the RAL colour system, to suit your
development and adhere to local planning regulations.
Stormking GRP Bin Store Doors come complete with a white ‘recplas’ frame
and can be tailored to your specification with a choice of locks, hinges,
ironmongery and aluminium louvres or vents.

Manufactured under ISO 9001 and 14001 systems.
Exceptional high strength to weight requirements.
Evenly balanced and lightweight to aid installation.
No need for specialist installation equipment.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
Solid 'replicas' frame, made for your StormDoor.
Colour matching using the RAL colour system and pallette.
Single or Double door opening to choose from.
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GRP Bin Store Doors

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand to
support you with specifying the best product for your development, including
helping you to colour match your GRP doors to be consistent with your
development.
All Stormking GRP StormDoors are a long-lasting solution and are self-finished,
lightweight, and virtually maintenance free and are supplied as complete
units, which can be quickly and inexpensively installed. There are also optional
extras to choose from such as choice of locks and hinges, ironmongery and
aluminium louvres or vents.

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
www.stormking.co.uk
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Substation Range
Simply the safest substation roof and doors to specify and install.

www.stormking.co.uk

Substation Roof and Doors Product Information

Engineered with the
builder in mind
Every Stormking GRP Substation Roof and Door has been designed to be
easy and quick to install. Our in-house Technical Team has engineered
our substation roof and door range with the builder in mind, as they are
manufactured with modern lightweight materials and virtually maintenance
free. All Stormking’s Substation Roof and Doors are made to order, using
modern manufacturing methods, to meet the customers specification.

Why Stormking?
Substation Roof and Door ranges meet current national grid technical standards.
All products are supported and maintained by our in-house Design and Technical Teams.
All substation roof and door products are manufactured off-site, saving you time onsite.
Free site delivery.*

All Stormking Substation Roof and Doors have been designed to be easily
and quickly installed, compared to traditionally built and installed substation
roof and doors. Stormking Substation Roof and Doors have been designed
for stable onsite handling and ease of installation, reducing the need for
specialist equipment onsite. As all Stormking Substation Roof and Doors are
manufactured off-site they benefit from a high level of quality and consistency,
ensuring every roof and door is as easy to install as the first one.

All Stormking Substation Roof and Doors are manufactured
off-site and made-to-order, delivered when you need it,
ensures no materials are wasted, saving you time onsite.
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Substation Roof and Doors Performance Features

Performance features
Stormking’s range of Substation Roof and Doors provide the builder an all-in-one
solution that cuts costs without compromising quality. Specialist engineering goes
into each substation roofs’ inner structural support, so you can rely on a safe and
sound product that still boasts a refined profile. Choose from a large range of styles
to suit your development and adhere to local planning regulations. Choose from a
range of substation roof options, including Apex, Hipped and Flat options, with GRP
tile or lead effect styles, in a range of sizes and colours.
Stormking Substation Doors come complete with frame and ironmongery, with
optional aluminium venting louvres.

Manufactured under ISO 9001 and 14001 systems.
Exceptional high strength to weight requirements.
Evenly balanced and lightweight to aid installation.
No need for specialist installation equipment.
GRP is virtually maintenance free, for full lifetime cost savings.
Removable roof for commissioning and maintenance of internal
equipment.
Reinforced GRP on a steel frame for extra safety.
Explosion relief capability, for added onsite safety.
www.stormking.co.uk

Substation Roof and Doors

Stormking offers GRP
design freedom
GRP provides the freedom to design the products you want, knowing that
all products are made-to-manufacture and constructed in the UK to your
specifications.
Stormking’s in-house Design Team can assist with your project, to allow you
to create the building component you need. Our friendly team are on hand
to support you with specifying the best product for your development,
including helping you to colour match your GRP doors to be consistent with
your development.
All Stormking GRP StormDoors are a long-lasting solution and are self-finished,
lightweight, and virtually maintenance free and are supplied as complete
units, which can be quickly and inexpensively installed. There are also optional
extras to choose from such as choice of locks and hinges, ironmongery and
aluminium louvres or vents.

Please contact sales@stormking.co.uk for more information.
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Contact our friendly sales team:

01827 311100 or
sales@stormking.co.uk

Stormking Plastics Limited, Amington Point,
Sandy Way, Amington Industrial Estate,
Tamworth, Staffordshire B77 4ED
Due to variations in the photographic and printer processes, colours shown in this brochure
may vary from the actual product. We reserve the right to change the specification of these
products without prior notification. E&OE.
*Free nationwide delivery, excludes highlands and islands.

